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Teleran Reference Document
Teleran 19.x Configuration and Installation
Summary: The purpose of this document is to illustrate the necessary requirements to
configure and install Teleran 19.x

Overview
Installation and configuration for Teleran 19.x is accomplished by first:
1) Creating a Teleran user (ex: ttserver) on the Unix/Linux database servers to install
the software on and
2) copying the appropriate Teleran distribution to both your Windows server for the
console installation and the Unix/Linux database server(s) that Teleran will be
monitoring.
That is the first step to perform to start the installation process.
Once this is accomplished you will need to create a directory with the appropriate privileges on
the Unix/Linux database server(s) where the software will be installed to. This will be called the
teleran home ($TELERAN_HOME) directory. For example /opt/teleran
The next step will be on the Unix/Linux database server(s) to copy the appropriate files from the
distribution to the directory you set up for the Teleran installation. The files to be copied will be
located in the teleran6.0.0\UnixInstall subdirectory and are:
1) setup (the Teleran installation script)
2) teleran-6.0.0.tar.gz (the Teleran binaries)
3) the appropriate Java 8 software based on the operating system you are installing on
from teleran6.0.0\UnixInstall\(linux|aix|sunos)
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Installation of Teleran Binaries on the Database Server(s)
Now you are ready to install the Teleran software on the database server. To do this change the
permissions on the setup script to allow execution of the script. (ex: chmod +x setup) then
execute the script (./setup) and this will step you through the installation of the Teleran binaries
on the database server.

Run the setup script by typing: ./setup
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➢

Enter 1 to continue.

➢

Enter the Time Zone ( for example ‘America/New_York’, without the quotes)

➢

Just enter return for the next question

➢

Designate the directory where the Teleran Logs will be placed. If you specify a directory
that doesn't yet exist, the iSight Setup process will create it. Hit return to accept the
default ($TT_HOME/logs).
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➢

Designate the directory where the Teleran Dumps will be placed. If you specify a directory
that doesn't yet exist, the Teleran Setup process will create it. Hit return to accept the default
($TT_HOME/dumps).

➢

Enter a name for the Teleran Instance that you are setting up. This name cannot begin with
a symbol or numeric character. You will need to enter it again as the name to the Teleran
Server Instance when you define and configure it in the Teleran Console. It is good practice
to name your Teleran Server instance the same or similar name as the server machine it is
on. This is especially true if you will have multiple Teleran Servers deployed. We used
TTSERVER1 as an example for this document.

➢

Enter the Teleran Server Knowledgebase Logon ID. This name cannot begin with a
symbol or numeric character. By default, this name will also need to be a user id in the
database for the Teleran Store. This instance will use this name to log in to the Store. A
database login must be set up to match this name.

➢

Enter and confirm the password of the Teleran Server instance.

➢

Enter the database user id for the administration of the Teleran
Knowledgebase tables (Ex: ‘ttserver’ for Oracle). The database user id refers to an
Administrative Sign In and Password with permissions to log into the Teleran
Knowledgebase. Teleran uses these credentials to start and stop Teleran Processes.

➢

Enter and confirm the password of the database user id for administration of the
Teleran Knowledgebase.
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NOTE: During the installation both the Teleran Server and the
Administrative Server will be installed; however, it is not required that these
programs run from the same machine.

Choose the type of database platform for the Teleran Knowledgebase.

FOR ORACLE: Enter the machine name or IP address of the
computer where the Teleran Knowledgebase resides, enter the
listener port (default is 1521), enter Oracle SID (default ORCL) or
service name.

You will see a success message when the script is complete. You can rerun setup anytime to
change these settings.
This will complete the Installation of Teleran. The next steps will be Installation of the Teleran
console and then perform configuration and startup services

To verify that the installation process was successful, or troubleshoot any problems that need to
be corrected, please refer to the Teleran Logs section in Appendix A: Teleran Log Files, for the
name and location of the appropriate log.
If there is more than one database server to be monitored in your environment, please repeat the
installation of the software on each database server to be monitored
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Installation of Teleran Console on Windows
Next you will need to install the Teleran Console on your Windows machine.

1

Run setup.exe from the Teleran software root directory.
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2

At the Welcome screen click Next.
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3

At the License Agreement screen select Yes.
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4

Review the Release Notes on the Information screen and then click
Next.
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5

Enter the User Name, Company Name and click Next.
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6

At the "Setup Type" screen choose Teleran Console Installation to
install the Teleran Console.

.
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7

At the "Choose Destination Location" screen enter the directory to be
used as the Teleran Home (ex” C:\Teleran) or choose to Browse to
specify another directory, and then click Next.

Please ensure that the directory path for the Teleran Home does not
contain spaces.
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8

Review your "Current Settings" and click Next if they are correct. Click
Back to make necessary changes and repeat the process listed above. If
you click Next, the installation will run.

9

An information screen will be displayed informing you that
Teleran’s online documentation can be viewed with Adobe
Acrobat, Click OK.

10

Select the "Program Folder" you would like to add the program
icon to. The default is "Teleran". Click Next.
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11

You will be asked if you would like setup to add the Teleran
Console shortcut to your desktop. Click on Yes or No.

The next screen that will appear is the Teleran Setup wizard. Please hit
cancel on this to end the session and we will come back to this later.
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Then you will get the folowing screen:
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Setup of configuration for your Teleran Environment
Once Teleran is installed on the Database Server(s) and the Windows management server you
will now configure the Teleran environment. To configure Teleran there are a number of
configuration properties that need to be set and defined to the Teleran server(s). This is largely
accomplished through the entry of these properties in an excel spreadsheet, and then executing
ICAS scripts to update the properties.
The spreadsheet will have at least 4 tabs and will resemble the following:

Each tab of the spreadsheet represents properties for specific components of the Teleran
software environment. The tabs of the spreadsheet have a specific naming convention that
needs to be followed. There is a prefix and suffix for each tab. The prefix describes what the tab
is for and the suffix is the name of the specific component. In the list below, where the tags are
described, I will list the prefix with italics and underline the suffix to differentiate.
1) DSLoginSample – This sheet has the login properties for the data source and/or the
Knowledge Base. If there are multiple data sources there will be multiple of these
sheets. Each with a unique suffix.
2) ConnectSample – This sheet has the connection information (IP, Port, Database
type) for the data source. If there are multiple datasources with different connection
information, then you will need to have multiple of these sheets. Each with a unique
suffix that matches the associated DSLogin sheet.
3) KBLoginTeleran1 – This sheet has the login properties for the Teleran Knowledge
Base (repository).
4) TserverSample – This sheet has the information required to configure the Teleran TServer. If there are multiple T-Servers then there will be multiple of these sheets
required. Each with a unique name.

Once the configuration spreadsheet is completed you will need to copy the spreadsheet (.xls
format) into the %TELERAN_HOME%\icas\LocalEnvironment directory.

We will discuss each tab and the details required,
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DSLogin Tab

The DSLogin tab is used to define the access to the target database(s). There may be more than
one of these tabs if you are monitoring more than one database. The naming of the tab is also
important as this tab and the next tab (Connect) are related to each other. The naming of the tabs
should have the same suffix as in the example above where we use “Sample. There are 6 fields
that need to be filled out for this tab. They are as follows:
1. AnalysisSchema – The name of the schema that will hold all the Teleran administrative
tables (currently must be TTSERVER).
2. DatasourceName - The Teleran name of the datasource to be administered.
3. ModelLogin - The login ID the will be used to model the datasource it must have System
Catalog access.
4. ModelPassword - The connection password for the above loginID. This should be
encrypted.
5. DSdbid - The /service that has access to the Datasource or :SID of the Oracle database
(Version 11 or older).
6. DSConnectID - The ConnectID (suffix of the Connect configuration tab which contains
the connection information for the Datasource. This should be used as the suffix for this
tab and the Connect tab.

Connect Tab
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The Connect tab is used to define the access to the target database and /or the Teleran
Knowledge Base (TKB). The naming of the tab is also important as this tab and the previous tab
(DSLogin) are related to each other. The naming of the tabs should have the same suffix as in the
example above where we use “Sample. There are 4 fields that need to be filled out for this tab.
They are as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Vendortype - The Vendor Type of the target RDBMS (db2, oracle , mssql)
Version - The version of the target RDBMS
Host - The Host or IP address containing the target RDBMS
Port - The port of the target RDBMS Listener
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KBLogin Tab

The KBLogin tab is used to define the access to the Teleran repository. The suffix of this tab
should be the same suffix used in naming of the Connect for the KB. In the example above where
we use “TELERAN1”. There are 5 fields that need to be filled out for this tab. They are as
follows:

1. KBSchemaName - The name of the schema that will hold all of the Teleran administrative
tables (currently must be TTSERVER).
2. KBLogin - The login ID the will be used whenever accessing columns from the Teleran
knowledgebase tables.
3. KBPassword - The connection password for the above loginID. Should be encrypted
4. KBdbid - The /service that has access to the Knowledgebase or :SID of the Oracle
database (Version 11 or older) that contains the Knowledgebase tables.
a. For Oracle /Service or :SID
b. For DB2 /Database_Name
c. For MSSQL /Database_Name
5. KBConnectID -Name of the ConnectID for the Repository (Optional). If used it should be
the suffix of the Connect tab for the repository.
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KBConnect Tab

The Connect tab in this example is used to define the access to the repository. The naming of
the tab is also important as this tab and the previous tab (KBLogin) are related to each other. The
naming of the tabs should have the same suffix as in the example above where we use
“Teleran1”. There are 4 fields that need to be filled out for this tab. They are as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Vendortype - The Vendor Type of the Teleran repository RDBMS (db2 , oracle , mssql)
Version - The version of the Teleran repository RDBMS
Host - The Host or IP address containing the Teleran repository RDBMS
Port - The port of the Teleran repository RDBMS Listener
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Tserver Tab

The Tserver tab is used to define the Teleran Tserver that will be monitoring your database(s).
There can be multiple of these tabs if you are monitoring databases on more than one IP
Address. There are 5 fields that need to be filled out for this tab. They are as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

AnalysisSchema - Schema name that contains the Analysis tables
TeleranInstanceName - Tserver Instance Name
TeleranLocalHost - Host name/IP address on which the Tserver is running.
TeleranLocalPort - Tserver port number list that that Teleran will be monitoring.
TeleranDestDSID - List of datasources accessed through the Tserver. This corresponds
to the entry(ies) in the DSLogin/Connect tabs.
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Configuring Your Teleran Environment

You are now ready to configure your Teleran environment. Please ensure that the configuration
spreadsheet (in .XLS format) is copied into the %TELERAN_HOME%\icas\LocalEnvironment
directory.
The Teleran environment configuration is accomplished through the ICAS system. This is a
series of commands that are run from the DOS window of the Teleran Console machine. The
ICAS commands have a format that follows:
Call icas_script -kb xxxxx -ds yyyyyy
You can see here that we call the commands with certain options that are important to the
execution of the command.
Once you open a DOS window, set your directory to the %TELERAN_HOME%.
1) The first command to execute is GenerateConfig. This command will generate the
appropriate files to facilitate the configuration. The format is as follows:
call GenerateConfig -excel T6Template.xls -co DaSource -ds DaAcct -kb KbAcct -ts TsDef
The options here are as follows:
-excel - this will be the name of your configuration spreadsheet
-co - this is the suffix of the data source connection tab
-ds - this is the suffix of the data source account tab
-kb - this is the suffix of the knowledge base account tab
-ts - this is the suffix if the T-server tab
If there are multiple of these sheets for the same type of tab ( for example connections,
datasources or T-Servers, you can separate each one with a :. (ex. -ds DSO1:DSO2)
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2) The next command to execute will test to see that you can connect to the data source
and the knowledge base. The formats are as follows:

call testconnecttodatasource -ds DaAcct -TestDSQuery="SELECT * from dual" -ShowResult -v

The options here are as follows:
-ds - this is the suffix of the data source account tab
-kb - this is the suffix of the knowledge base account tab
-TestDSQuery – the query you are passing to execute
-ShowResult – to show the results of the query on the screen
-v - Verify success

If this command is not successful then go back to the spreadsheet and fix any errors, Copy the
fixed spreadsheet back to the %TELERAN_HOME%\icas\LocalEnvironment. And go back to the
Generate Config step.

3) The next command is setuprepository. This command will create the Teleran Knowledge
Base user. The format is as follows:

call setuprepository -u SYSTEM -p KtfolkwiqgK7CZIXEop --kb KbAcct -tsn USERS -ttsn TEMP
The options here are as follows:
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-u - this is the database user with the appropriate privileges.
-p - this is the encrypted password for that user
--kb - this is the suffix of the knowledge base account tab
-tsn – this is the user tablespace name for the knowledgebase. This must exist
in the database otherwise there will be an error.
-ttsn - this is the temp tablespace name for the knowledgebase. This must exist
in the database otherwise there will be an error.

4) The next command to execute will test to see that you can connect to the knowledge
base. The formats are as follows:

call testconnecttoknowledgebase -kb KbAcct -TestDSQuery="SELECT * from dual" -ShowResult
-v

The options here are as follows:
-ds - this is the suffix of the data source account tab
-kb - this is the suffix of the knowledge base account tab
-TestDSQuery – the query you are passing to execute
-ShowResult – to show the results of the query on the screen
-v - Verify success
If this command is not successful then go back to the spreadsheet and fix any errors, Copy the
fixed spreadsheet back to the %TELERAN_HOME%\icas\LocalEnvironment. And go back to the
Generate Config step.
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5) The next command is createrepository. This command will create the Teleran
Repository. The format is as follows:
call createrepository -kb KbAcct -cu=false -al TTSERVER
The options here are as follows:
-kb - this is the suffix of the knowledge base account tab
-cu - this tells the command to create (true) or not create (false) the Analysis
schema user. If not using a multi-tenant repository this will normally be false
-al - this the Analysis Schema user (Normally TTSERVER when not using a
multi-tenant repository)

6) The next command is createdatasource. This command will create the datasource(s)
and alias(es). The format is as follows:
call createdatasource -kb KbAcct -ds DaAcct
The options here are as follows:
-kb - this is the suffix of the knowledge base account tab
-ds - this is the suffix of the data source account tab
If there are multiple datasources in your environment, you will have to run this command for each
datasource

7) The next command is createtserver. This command will create the T-Server. The format
of this command is:
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call createtserver -kb KbAcct -ts TsDef

The options here are as follows:
-kb - this is the suffix of the knowledge base account tab
-ts - this is the suffix of the tserver tab
If there are multiple T-Servers in your environment, you will have to run this command for each Tserver
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8) The next command is modeldatasource. This command will model the datasource(s).
The format for the command is as follows:
call ModelDatasource -kb KbAcct -ds DaAcct
The options here are as follows:
-kb - this is the suffix of the knowledge base account tab
-ds - this is the suffix of the data source tab

If there are multiple datasources in your environment, you will have to run this command for each
datasource
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9) The next command is modelviews. This command will model the views and stored
procedures for the datasource(s). The format for the command is as follows:

call ModelViews -kb KbAcct -ds DaAcct

The options here are as follows:
-kb - this is the suffix of the knowledge base account tab
-ds - this is the suffix of the data source tab

If there are multiple datasources in your environment, you will have to run this command for each
datasource.
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10) The next step is to finalize the console installation. From the windows>programs menu
go to the Teleran menu and select Teleran Setup and the following will appear:

Select Identify an already existing Teleran Knowledgebase and click on next.
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11) The following screen will appear, once the screen appears, click on Add and enter a
name for the Teleran Knowledge Base then click OK.
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12) Once this is done, then select the Database Type, enter in the UserID (ttserver)
and password, and the location of the database. Then click on connect. When
this is successful you will see a message in the Test Connection section of the
screen.

Once this is completed hit Finish. Your Teleran environment is configured now and you
are ready to bring it online.
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Bringing Your Teleran Environment Up
You have now configured your Teleran environment and are ready to bring it up.
First login to your database servers using the ttserver account so you can start the
Teleran components. Once you are logged in set your directory to the
$TELERAN_HOME\bin directory. This is the directory that you created and copied the
setup files to in the beginning of this document. Once there you will execute 3
commands to start the services for Teleran. The 3 commands are:
1) ./ttrmi start - This command starts the RMI process that is used for
interprocess communication between the Teleran services.
2) ./ttserver start - This command starts the Teleran T-Server which listens anc
captures the traffic coming into the database.
3) ./ttautoadmin start - This starts the Teleran A-Server, which is the service
that analyzes the database traffic recorded in the Teleran repository.
An example of this is the screenshot below:
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The last step is to bring up the Teleran Management Console on your windows server to make
sure that everything is communicating properly. Login to your windows machine and click on the
Teleran Console icon on the desktop or use the start menu. You will get the login screen that will
be like the following:

Enter the password and click ok. Once the console comes up click on the Server Monitor
selection on the left. You should then get a screen that looks similar to this:

You should see the Teleran T-Server that you created and ran under the Instances section of the
screen.
You should now be ready to run some database traffic through Teleran and start to
analyze your database activities.
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Appendix A
.

Teleran Log Files
Unless otherwise specified, Teleran stores all log files in the Teleran_Home/logs directory,
whether on Windows or Unix/Linux. Each Teleran process writes to it's own log file in that
directory, and is cycled when the process restarts. For example, when the Teleran Administrative
Server is first started, it will create a log file named 'autoadmlog.txt'. The next time that program
is started, that log will be renamed to '1autoadmlog.txt' and a new 'autoadmlog.txt' will be
created. Properties to adjust the behavior of each Teleran process can be found in the
appropriate '.prop' file. Listed below are each of the Teleran programs that correspond to the log
file name and the property file it relates to.

Teleran Server
Information pertaining to the status of the Teleran Server can be found in the teleranlog.txt and
teleranerrlog.txt log files.
Properties to adjust the behavior of the Teleran Server can be found in the ttsys.prop file within
the Teleran_Home directory.
teleranlog.txt
Created when the Teleran Server is started, and contains information on the version of the
Teleran System, Teleran Server file and server properties, and any error, warning, or
informational messages.
teleranerrlog.txt
Created when the Teleran Server is started, and contains a subset of the information from the
teleranlog.txt file. The teleranerrlog.txt log file captures only the warning and error messages,
which were generated in the teleranlog.txt file.
ttsys.prop
Contains properties to adjust the behavior of the Teleran Server.

Teleran Administrative Server
Information pertaining to the status of the Administrative Server can be found in the
autoadmlog.txt and autoadmerrlog.txt log files.
Properties to adjust the behavior of the Teleran Administrative Server can be found in the
ttsysaa.prop file within the Teleran_Home directory.

autoadmlog.txt
Created when the Teleran Administrative Server is started, and contains information on the
version of The Teleran System, Administrative Server file and server properties, and any error,
warning, or informational messages.
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autoadmerrlog.txt
Created when the Teleran Administrative Server is started, and contains a subset of the
information from the autoadmlog.txt file. The autoadmerrlog.txt log file captures only the warning
and error messages, which were generated in the autoadmlog.txt file
ttsysaa.prop
Contains properties to adjust the behavior of the Teleran Administrative Server

Teleran Console
Information pertaining to the status of the Teleran Console can be found in the adminlog.txt and
adminerrlog.txt log files.
Properties to adjust the behavior of the Teleran Console can be found in the ttsysad.prop file
within the Teleran_Home directory.

adminlog.txt
Created when the Teleran Console is started, and contains information on the version of Teleran,
Teleran Console file and server properties, and any error, warning, or informational messages
autoadmerrlog.txt
Created when the Teleran Administrative Server is started, and contains a subset of the
information from the autoadmlog.txt file. The autoadmerrlog.txt log file captures only the warning
and error messages, which were generated in the autoadmlog.txt file
ttsysaa.prop
Contains properties to adjust the behavior of the Teleran Console.
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